
Class List

1. Abstract Painting
Ages: 8-16
A brief introduction to abstract painting using acrylics.  Perfect 
for those who tend to color outside the lines.  Students will have 
an opportunity to paint their very own masterpiece to take home. 

2. Cake Decorating
Ages: 4-7, 8-12 *(the 8-12 class is now closed)
Get ready to get creative with cake!  Your child will be 
introduced to the word of cake decorating and will try different 
icing and fondant techniques to create fun cakes!

3. Clay Creations
Ages: 4-7, 8-16
Learn how to use clay and different textures to create 
sculptures.

4. Color Explosion
Ages: 5-10, 11-16
Learn all about color and several different dyeing techniques. 
(Dye is permanent, so dress accordingly)

5. Creating Emotional Films (due to the nature of this class, it 
will run both sessions every day).
Ages: 10-16  *THIS CLASS IS NOW CLOSED



Your child will learn how to make a movie, including 
preproduction, production, and post-production.  They’ll receive 
hands-on experience in crafting a story, writing a screenplay, 
directing, cinematography, sound design, acting, editing and 
more!  This is a team experience, so each one is expected to 
work well with others. 

6. Creative Dance
Ages: 4-9, 10-16
The goal of this class is to provide tools for each child to express 
themselves, their feelings, and their worship through movement.  
We will explore space, levels, quality of movement, musicality, 
and expression.

7. Creative Woodworking
Ages: 7-10, 11-16

8. Drawing
Ages: 5-12
The goal of this class is to speed up young artists’ development 
by giving them secrets and pointers to make their drawings 
better.  We’ll introduce basic and intermediate drawing 
techniques on each day and give the chance for practice with 
sketch challenges.

9. Explore Creativity 
Ages: 4-6
In this beginner’s class, kids will be able to explore different 
creative arts each day including drawing, painting, collage and 
sculpture. 

10. Found Art Installation (parental waiver required)
         Ages: 13-16
         The foundation of this class is to elevate your child’s      
         perspective to see how our Father sees.  We will be 
         taking materials that to some are thought to be useless 
         and awakening life in them with a new creation.
 

11. Guitar Master Class
         Ages:  10-16
         Learn the basics of guitar as well as chording for modern     



         worship music.   Must have a guitar that you can bring.

12. Photography
         Ages:  8-16
         Explore the basics of photography, camera operation  
         and framing shots.

13. Songwriting
       Ages 9-12, 13-16
       Your child will learn the basics of songwriting and will      
         receive help turning their ideas into something that can   
         be performed!

14. Wordsmith
         Ages:  9-12, 13-16

                  This class will highlight connecting to the Father’s heart     
                  through poetry, spoken word and creative writing.

15.      Writing Your Story
         Ages: 7-13
         This class will give kids the courage and tools to write      
         great stories.  We’ll play fun story-making games and 
         discover some of the secret weapons great writers use.  
         By the end of this class, students will have their own   
         stories to tell and skills to tell them well!


